
GENERAL BODY SENATE MEETING  
SECOND SESSION, SPRING SEMESTER  

JANUARY 29th, 2018  
 
I. CALL TO ORDER (7:00pm)  
 
II. ROLL CALL  
 
III. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA  
 Motioned: Ethan Powers 

Seconded: Xavier 
 
IV. APPROVAL OF LAST MEETING’S MINUTES 

Motioned: Owen 
Seconded: Quentin  

 
V. GUEST PRESENTATIONS  

A. Teach for America  
i. Erin Krigger  
VPMR and campus intern for Teach for America 
What do you know about TFA? 
 Quentin: You're an intern 
 Wes: There are posters for it in Durrell 
 Mitchell: It’s affiliated with AmeriCorp 
TFA is a non profit that serves under the idea of education should be of equal 
access to every student across America.  And that not always the case in America. 
Zip codes often determine the quality of education people recieve. TFA is leaders 
not teachers, it looks at systematic changes and how to change the way we 
approach education. Great teachers matter but the solution isn’t just amazing 
teachers, it has to do with changing the system. As a part of SLP, this is a great 
way for leadership and if you want to make systematic change no matter in what 
area, TFA is a really great place to look. We promote equality and these values. 
It's a 2 year commitment, it pays up to $50,000 a year and we operate in 53 
regions across US.  
Lauren: How do I become someone who works for TFA? 
A: Apps are currently open for juniors and seniors and we are trying to raise 
awareness and plant that seed early on. 
Wes: Where does the money come from? 
A: It is government funded through AmeriCorp and donations. And they cover 
getting your teacher's license.  



Mitchell: If you want to look at how to make change, I highly encourage TFA and 
how you want to service and make an impact on individuals, especially through 
the lense of education. I encourage you to consider it. 

This is a good non profit and if you like the way RHA elevates your voice and lets you 
discuss social justice this is a good next step. It’s a great way to make change.  

 
B. Summer Employment Opportunities  

i. Amanda Daul  
Presentation: Time to talk about summer and working on campus over summer. 
Applications and info sessions are coming up. We have positions in reslife and we have 
expectations in positive attitude, ram pride, work varied shifts and benefits in working 
with CSU students, working in a team setting, and spending a summer in Fort Collins. 
Summer session housing: Parmelee Hall positions available for 6 RAs and 1 CDM. 
Similar housing for regular year RAs, there are classes you have to take. Work from May 
12 - Aug 5. Also have opportunity to work as desk staff. You get compensated the same 
ways school year RAs are compensated. CDM: supervising 10-12 desk staff. More check 
in and check out, deal with mail. Does not provide housing. Ram orientation is in Braiden 
Hall and has a customer service focus for RAs. Mid May to July 21st. Will work an 
average 30 hours a week. Room provided for entire summer. Have the opportunity to 
make money during check in and check out by working the desk. Able to take online 
classes, week to week schedule is constantly changing but can do online classes. Special 
programs you will be doing presentations on HDS. Ram Orientation CDM lives in halls 
and oversees key audits and be working on quick turnarounds. Same deal with courses. 
Apps due Feb 9 at colostate.erezlife.com. Interviews feb 17. Same day as other 
interviews for reslife positions. Amanda info: 970.491.6137, amanda.daul@colostate.edu, 
resliferecruitment.colostate.edu/ 

 
Q&A: 
Kyra: When do applications close? 
A: 9:59 pm Feb 9 
Ethan: Is this process similar to becoming an RA during the school year? 
A: Yes, they are separate though so you will have to do process twice. 
Evan: Are application dates the same as those for the mountain campus? 
A: Yes! All due on the 9th. 
Ethan: Can you be RA for summer and RA for following fall? 
A: Yes, training does overlap but we will work with you. 

 
C. Joe Tiner  
Presentation: Grad assistant for RDS. Presentation about accessible programming. People 
with disabilities are largest group of minorities on campus and nationally. So when you 



are making programs it’s important to keep accessibility in mind. The first thing to think 
about is advertisement. Think about putting out there in multiple ways via poster or on 
the internet. Think about including an accomodation statement. Think about sign 
language interpreters, you can schedule them through our office. What I know now, no 
one living in res life requires them but think of them. Second, think about event location. 
Is it accessible for wheelchair folks, where is it, think about elevators, have signs for 
which entrance is accessible. If you do an off campus event, look at accessibility for that. 
The van RDS operates is the only one that is wheelchair accessible, so plan in advance. 
When you’re setting up the room for your event, have space for folks in wheelchairs, if 
you have interpreters, have space for them in front, if you have cables, consider their 
location and where they are taped down. When you’re doing your program, have 
materials available in a few different ways. Caption videos, youtube captions aren’t 
always great - don’t trust them. Print out materials, verbally describe the things visually 
presented.  Contact info: Resources for Disabled Students (RDS) 100 General Services 
970-491-6385 Joe Tiner Graduate Assistant jtiner@rams.colostate.edu 
We are happy to collaborate! 
 
Q&A: 
Aidan: Does renting handicapped accessible vehicle cost money? 
A: I don’t know the number but yes.   

 
VI. HALL COUNCIL REPORTS  

A. Academic Village  
For those of you eat at AV, Steve is retiring on Wednesday so send him a happy 
retirement 

B. Allison  
C. Braiden  
D. Corbett  
E. Edwards  

Big game party this Sunday with food and drinks 
F. Ingersoll  
 Big game party, the Superb Bowl party 
G. Laurel Village 

Name change - SOLVE Students Organizing Laurel Village Events 
H. Newsom  
  Candy grams for Valentines day, looking for people to collaborate with 
I. Parmelee  
 Single Scoops for Singles for Valentines day, with ice cream and cheesy movies 
J. Summit  
 Big game party last night went well 



K. Towers  
Valentines booth outside Durrell on Feb 7 for people to make valentines day 
grams 

 
VII. FUNDING BOARD REPORT  

A. Bill 1719 – Braiden 1NE Chick-fil-A  
They were requesting money for Chick-fil-a for a celebration for last semester’s 
accomplishments. They requested $421.69. It passed 8-0-2 

 
VIII. NEW BUSINESS  

A. R1704 – Food Insecurity  
Reading of bill: 
Waived 
 
Presentation:  
Austin Fearn of ASCSU. We are asking for food insecurity, poverty, hunger, and 
homelessness statistics to be published by CSU. We are asking admin to make available 
statistics concerning these things because the last thing published considering these is 
from 2010 and we don’t feel that is relevant. 
 
Q&A: 
George: Regarding to clause that RHA won’t approve of any measure by any 
authority...does ASCSU have a clause similar to that? 
A: Yes 
Quentin: Can you define life sustaining activities for me? 
A: Some research I did, they made it illegal or they made it so you have to get a permit to 
give homeless people food. They have also made activities illegal, like sleeping in car or 
what have you.  
Wes: In your ideal world, how would these statistics be collected? 
A: Ideally, it would be self reporting and surveying, the homelessness part wouldn’t 
pertain to Residence Halls but it would be good to get surveys out and we can look at 
financial things and see who applied to what grants that affect those 
Mitchell: Can you explain how statistics on this would vary compared to that of Rams 
Against Hunger? 
A: When I originally wrote the bill I met with the deputy director for health in ASCSU 
and she helps run Rams Against Hunger and Swipe Out Hunger and she told me the 
numbers reported on do not refresh super often or pertinent. 
Mitchell: How do you plan on using data that you collect and how will you protect these 
students information and use it in a way that will not expose students who are 
marginalized? 



A: This got called to my attention because I was looking for info on a resolution and 
couldn’t find the statistics for things like this. We want to serve as many people as we can 
in the most effective way and we need information so that we can do that to the best of 
our abilities and see trends from year to year. As far as protecting students’ information, I 
am not sure if it is up to us to determine how we do that but rather administration. I 
imagine this will be fairly private. 
 
Discussion: 
Wes: What do you all think of this resolution? 
Quentin: Summit feels that this is a primary step for combatting these issues we feel if we 
are able to see these statistics to actively combat these issues we can see how they 
fluctuate, we feel the university could use this to address these issues. 
Aidan: In accordance with Summit Hall, AV agrees this is a preliminary step but further 
action may not be thought out. However, AV feels there is no harm in bringing this to the 
attention of the higher ups. 
George: Question for Mitchell, could you explain how this could further marginalize 
these people? 

Mitchell: It depends on how the data is used, if a homeless student sees they are in 
a small group that is struggling with this could make them feel more alone. 

Jenny: Move to friendly amend the bill to add something about privacy and preventing 
this from becoming an issue of what Mitchell was discussing. 
Hillary: How would you gather statistical data and privatize it so exact numbers wouldn’t 
get out? 
 Kyra: Usually data like this is not public info. 
Quentin: Could it be amended to say something to the extent of “data should not be 
published in any way that marginalizes or targets individuals affected by this that would 
present them in a negative light or as an extreme minority? 
Curtis: I feel like the bill authors are more concerned on access to this data and keeping it 
up to data and the collection is up to administration 
Accepted friendly amendment 
Motion to end discussion: Xavier  
Second: Ethan Bird 
 
B. Bill 1720 - CSUnity  
Waive reading bill 
Discussion: Event on April 21st that inspires service by a lot of CSU students and allows 
people to build community and participate in service. It brings people out into the 
community and gives the opportunity for them to interact in a way they may not 
otherwise do. We are asking money for t-shirts for volunteers. And RHA will be 
recognized on the back of these shirts. 



 
Q&A: 
Quentin: What have been the outcomes in the past? 
A: It helps us connect and do service for those who may not be able to otherwise. 
Aidan: Can you elaborate on what sort of service activities people do? 
A: It’s actually greek life and other organizations coordinating and going to the elderly 
and the disabled to complete projects. 
 
Discussion: 
Lauren: CSUnity is an extremely amazing program that goes on every year and is very 
impactful and I think we should fund it. 
NRHH: This is a program that NRHH frequently takes part in and it’s been a great time 
to build community and get to know Fort Collins community. 
Jacob: This sounds like the program that happens in the Fall and Braiden Hall Council 
did that and found it very impactful. It’s a nice way to bring everyone together. 
Aly: Community service in general makes everything feel more like a community. 
Aidan: I do see these shirts around campus and they’re pretty cool. 
Jenny: How can we make sure the new logo is on this? 
 If it passes we will send them the new logo 
Quentin: Summit feels this is a great way to give back to the community and thank them 
for all they do. 
Motion to end discussion: Xavier 
Second: Collin 

 
IX. OLD BUSINESS  

A. Bill 1718  
Discussion:  
Mallory: LV is in support of this bill and it gives residents and freshman experiences they 
may not otherwise have. 
Quentin: Summit brought this back to hall and hopes everyone else did as well 
Aly: Newsom appreciates how this is open to everyone  
Jacob: Braiden agrees that this is a good program because they have had good turnout in 
the past and it’s a good cultural event. 
 
Motion to end discussion: Xavier 
Second: Alex 
Vote: 29-0-0 
 
B. Joint Resolution 4701  



i. Motion to approve edits made by ASCSU Senate since original presentation of 
the bill  
Motioned: Cali 
Second: George 
28-0-0 

 
Discussion: 
Ethan P: Any information on how ASCSU voting went? 

Cali: ASCSU made those changes and voted on it 
Kyra: They did not meet quorum but it passed unanimously 

Mitchell: Is this outside info? 
 >Outside information is OK in resolution discussions 
Mallory: LV liked it but RAs currently don’t receive any type of medical training and we 
talked with our ARD who said she would advise her RAs to call emergency services and 
not do anything themselves. 
Jacob: Braiden saw several things they did not like in this bill because RAs didn’t agree, 
16 RAs in Braiden were against it and it is easy for CSUPD or ambulances to get to 
Braiden 
Kylie: Westfall agrees with LV in that RAs are uncomfortable administering this  
Madi: Durward likes reporting on info but RAs are uncomfortable administering this 
medication 
Ethan P: The RA on my floor was very concerned with symptoms of giving Narcan to 
those who aren’t overdosing 
Lauren: My ARD explained that this could be a hefty price tag for hiring a staff member 
to train RAs on this that HDS would have to pay 
George: Speaking from personal experience, RAs don’t even get full training on how to 
deal with alcohol contacts. 
Quentin: After doing research, the good samaritan clause very rarely holds water and 
could have long lasting impacts on university and the individual who administered 
Narcan 
Jordan: NRHH feels that this is not a good first step, it would be more substantial to find 
those numbers and move on from there. It’s a little much to ask RAs to do this now. 
Alexander: The RAs in Allison were for this. It is also possible that RAs polled don’t 
understand how it is given and it would be a simpler than thought. Someone mentioned, 
the side effects, like vomiting, but that is a side effect of an overdose anyway. 
Erin: This bill failed to prove that opioid use at CSU was a significant issue, and opioid 
use is decreasing in Colorado specifically.  
Ethan P: As someone hoping to be an RA for next year, I would not be comfortable 
giving this out. 



Evan S: Formal amendment: remove part about Residence Life but keep part about 
reporting statistics. 

Kyra: If we write that amendment and it passes, it differs significantly from what 
was passed in ASCSU. 
Quentin: We follow Roberts Rules of Order and typically amendments that 
change the intent of the resolution are invalid and should not be accepted. 
Wes: When you’re making an amendment you’re usually changing a small 
section but I think if we did this it would change the resolution. If it is the opinion 
of the senate to change this resolution then you should shoot down this resolution 
and write another one that has those intentions. 

 Unaccepted 
Jordan: I just want to put out there that further investigation of the organization, Students 
for Opioid Solutions, are clearly a partisan group 
Alexander: I would like to reiterate that for every 163 cans of Narcan one life is saved. 
Cali: Could we do contingency on resolution that reporting these statistics so if the 
statistics are relevant to CSU then we could propose the use of Narcan?  
 Kyra: Not accepting because it does change intent of resolution 
Yailyn: I find it disheartening that ASCSU has failed bills in the past that support 
minorities but were quick to pass this issue that primarily affects the white population 
Quentin: Summit has come to the conclusion that no remedy will fix this bill and we 
would like to exhaust speakers list and vote. 
 Second: George 
 Dissent: Jordan 

Jordan: While the room does read as some people aren’t going to pass this bill, 
there are some hall councils that are so I think that following up a comment that 
Summit doesn’t want to pass a bill and immediately going to exhaust the speakers 
list seems a little discourteous to others in the room and others who want to share 
their voice because this is an important bill and I think disregarding it as 
otherwise would be inappropriate at this time. 
Quentin: Point Of Clarification: This isn’t based on just Summit, it is based on the 
room and discussion and those around us and it was the overwhelming conclusion 
that this bill will not pass and that any further points may just be repeating 
information. 
Jordan: Point Of Clarification: You’re vicinity of conclusion is not a vote and 
does not have the same projection 
Wes: Point Of Order: We are getting to political about all of this. Obviously, this 
is an important bill and we need to think about it but also just stay calm with one 
another and don’t start saying passive aggressive things with one another. 
Whether or not one hall council is able to determine whether or not the bill is 



going to pass or fail has no bounds within the discussion. So you are here 
representing your hall council and are not here to judge the room. 

  10-19-0 
 Jenny: POI: How would the amendment or our vote would affect ASCSU? 

Kyra: To the best of my knowledge, the intent of ASCSU is to bring this to 
administration regardless of our vote. Our vote will just reflect our opinion. 

 Lauren: Alex personally knows two people on campus who uses opioids. 
 Cali: So if an amendment was made, do we have to vote in reflection of hall council? 

Kyra: I would suggest speaking as your hall council if you can and vote 
accordingly. 

Jacob: POI: Given if this bill does not go through RHA and did go through ASCSU could 
it still be implemented nationwide? 

Kyra: Technically yes but I believe how we vote will affect how this is 
implemented. However we pass or fail this bill will affect its validity if it were to 
be failed by the Residence Hall Association expressing an opinion on behalf of 
the Residence Halls on a resolution that affects Residence Life.  

Alexander: We know logically this is a problem on campus and is so far reaching and it 
can change lives. 
Quentin: Summit Hall feels that the amendments made at ASCSU and we believe it is an 
issue on campus and nationally and should be focused on but this is not the way. 
Brandon: Parmelee is in agreement that this should pass  because if they don’t have 
Narcan it would be more distressing in the case of an overdose. 
Mallory: LV does believe we should address this but it should come from RHA 
George: Motion to vote by secret ballot 
 
Vote: 6-21-2 
 
C. L1701 – Outside Organization Election Campaigning  
Discussion:  
Mallory: LV is in support of this because it closes a very small loophole 
 Quentin: Summit thinks this uphold the integrity of RHA 
Brandon: Parmalee think this upholds RHA practices 
Ethan: AV thinks this gives time to all those that deserve it in the space 
Cali: As a past senator this was a problem, and this addresses it. 
End: Xavier 
Second: Ethan 
 
Vote: 28-0-0 

 
X. CABINET REPORTS  



A. President  
Stat Alliance is meeting on Thursday in the Statistics basement in room 006, we 
are going to be playing board games and not talking about statistics and if you’re 
interested at all in seeing what your elusive president does when not in RHA and 
SLP, that’s a great time to do it.  
Also my Thursdays are pretty open except for this week, so if anyone wants to get 
breakfast, dinner, or coffee on Thursdays, shoot me an email.  

B. Director of Advocacy and Administration 
NRHM is coming up in February! Get ready for a lot of presentations. The first 
week is service week so get ready to talk about service.  

C. Director of Residential Development  
Thanks for coming to retreat on Saturday, Feb 14 program Speed Friending, sign 
up here: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdO_xdUPcAuOOEZvFS6ppN5x2O
eCWnGmNEOMtxcDMjRuatwvg/viewform?c=0&w=1 

D. Director of Residential Events and Programming  
I have restructured programmers and meeting with me, make sure they meet with 
me! 

E. Director of Marketing and Promotions  
 Recognition winners, plan on taking pictures next week 
F. Director of Finance  
G. NACURH Communications Coordinator  
 I’m still looking for conference chairs 
H. NRHH  

We’re gearing up for NRHM, too. NRHH inductions are coming up NRHH is an 
honorary and students can apply we have a nominations form: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScc75lbCAWWkX02L58I7lwIkCaL7E
UYnMjFUV00te1cIwmDaQ/viewform?usp=sf_link. Make sure you submit 
nominations by the 9th. Open house in the SLP office on February 8 from 6-8 pm. 
NRHH is hosting an academic gala, you have qualified if you have gotten a 3.8 
GPA. You will have gotten an email inviting you. Mock interviews for people 
applying to be RA and ICA and CDM, on Feb 11 from 8-4 so you’ll sign upand 
get feedback link to sign up here: 
http://www.signupgenius.com/go/5080F4BAEAB29A4F49-student . NRHH and 
TFA are pairing up to do a linkedin workshop next Monday at 6pm. Take the 
Lead which shows opportunities for service opportunities for after graduation. 

 
XI. COMMITTEE REPORTS  

A. Marketing and Promotions  
B. Advocacy  



C. Residential Development  
 Been working on super secret thing 

 
XII. LIAISON REPORTS  

A. LSC Governing Board  
B. ASCSU  
C. RamEvents  
D. EcoLeaders  
E. ICA  
F. School of Music, Theater, and Dance  

 
XIII. ADVISOR REPORTS  

Curtis:  JCPenny is providing a sale for CSU student and CSU is providing transportation 
Feb. 11 at 6:30-9:30 pm. Tonight was intense, remember to be respectful and kind to each 
other. And encourage peers to speak up. 
Mitchell: Tuesday, January 30th in Ingersoll Seminar Room from 4-6pm there is Campus 
of Difference. Topics addressed: hate speech/free speech and vandalism were very 
important considering campus incident and to try to incorporate that into their workshop.  
link. This week is hall council, SLP, eco leader appreciation week!  

 
XIV. OPEN FORUM AND GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS  

Quentin: Feb 14 is World Love for Dolphins day and I am organizing a demonstration 
and educational event on the quad on the dangers and abuse on dolphins and educating on 
multiple aquatic animal issues. If you want to get involved or learn me, contact me at 
Quentinbh@yahoo.com 

 Mallory: Knitting club is tomorrow 4:30-5:30 in Pinon lobby. 
 Benton: Be prepared for awesome bill from AV 
 Lauren: Rad choir concert, on March 2nd  
 Kiray: If anyone wants to get breakfast or dinner with me on a Thursday, let me know! 
 Collin: Turtles vs tortoises, they be different  

Cali: I’m part of a mentorship program for women in science called Progress, and you are 
welcome to join, let me know! 
Madi: Political science club is partnering with this international affairs department 
tomorrow to do a program on a year in global politics and will have panel of professors to 
talk. If you’re interested in coming, let me know! 

 George: Look out for an OTY email from me. 
 Aidan: OTM for January? 
  Yes 
 
XV. RECOGNITION  



A. Rambo  
i. Given by Ingersoll Hall Council  
 AVEC 

B. Cam  
i. Given by Director of Marketing and Promotions  
 Kylie 

C. Birthdays  
D. Snaps  

 
XVI. ROLL CALL  
 
XVII. ADJOURNMENT (9:49) 
 


